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Abstract

The purposes of this research were to study the evening news exposure behavior of television viewers

through 5 television station channels (3, 5, 7, 9 and TITV) in Bangkok metropolis, to study the television

viewers' attitude in Bangkok metropolis towards evening news program of 5 television station channels (3, 5,

7, 9 and TITV), to compare the evening news exposure behavior of television viewers, classified by

demographic traits, and to compare the television viewers' attitude towards evening news program, classified

by demographic traits. There were 400 samples. The statistical data analysis were by percentage, mean,

standard deviation, t-test, analysis of variance and chi-square.

The research results were that on the evening news exposure behavior most viewers watched TITV

channel, spent 4 hours a week, watched just the interesting hot news at home, for reasons of receiving

infonpation. The news report was fast, immediate and interesting. The crime, community and social news were

most viewed. The television viewers' attitude towards evening news program overall was at high level. The

television viewers' attitudes of quickness of hot news report, accuracy of news content, interest of news

scoop were at the highest level. The comparison results of the evening news exposure behavior of television

viewers, classified by demographic traits showed that the viewers with different demographic traits had the

evening news exposure behavior with statistical difference at significance level of 0.01, and 0.05. The

comparison results of the television viewers' attitude towards evening news program, classified by demographic

traits showed that the viewers with sex, age, education level, career and monthly income had the television

viewers' attitude with statistical difference at significance level of 0.01 and 0.05.
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